Michigan Aviation Safety Forum
Maintenance Sessions
Saturday, February 23, 2019
Eastern Michigan University Student Center
Room 310A&B

Exhibit Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 5:10 p.m.

7:30  Registration/Check-In Open and Exhibitor Set-up

8:00 - 8:50  Back to the Basics
Rick Anderson - FAA EMI FSDO

9:00 - 9:50  Historical Aircraft Restoration/Recovery
Maurice Houvious – Hov-Aire

10:00 - 10:50  Aircraft Battery Airworthiness
Mike Abrams – Concorde Batteries

11:00 - 11:50  Starter and Alternator Troubleshooting and Maintenance
Bill Ward – T&W Electric

11:50 - 12:10  Aviation Awards Presentations in Rooms 310A and 310B

12:10 - 13:00  Lunch

13:00 - 13:50  Wheel and Tire Handling and Maintenance
Bill White – Aerospace Services and Products, Inc.

14:00 - 14:50  Maintenance Considerations for Williams Engines
Troy Lewis – Williams International

15:00 - 15:50  Magneto/Propeller Safety
Dr. Tracy Tillman-Cloud 9

16:00 - 16:50  Vintage Aircraft (Tube and Fabric) Inspections
Joe Smokovitz – DME

A Big Thanks to Concorde Batteries for providing parking to all of us.